Answer each of the following questions in short-answer form (each response should be between 250-300 words).
~ Question #1 ~
Go to http://genderads.com/ and spend a few minutes navigating the site. Choose an ad that interests
you, and perform a semiotic analysis of its content. What is the dominant meaning the ad is trying to
convey? From an oppositional perspective, consider how the ad might challenge, or subvert a
hegemonic reading of the text? Please include a copy of your image with your answer for reference.
~ Question #2 ~
Analyze Public Enemy’s “Fight the Power” as a postmodern music video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kj9SeMZE_Yw
Discuss the lyrical and visual content, and consider how it gives “currency to the idea of ‘postmodernism,’” as Peter Wollen suggests is a major function of music videos.
~ Question #3 ~
Discuss Samsung’s “Sibling Rivalry” commercial as an example of the commodity image system.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXd26Nqg5tQ
How does it reflect Sut Jhally's notion of the "vignette approach" to advertising, and a foster a sense
that visions of happiness are often tied to the purchase of products?
Each question corresponds to a website or short clip that can be accessed by clicking the links above. Read
and answer each question carefully, using specific examples from the clip to support your analysis. You are
required to use the reading/lecture materials as sources to support your ideas, and you may also use any
outside sources that you research. Be sure to cite your references appropriately using any citation method
of your choosing (MLA Style, Chicago Style, etc.). If you are unsure about how to properly cite your
sources, see the below website:
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
All papers are to be turned in using the Turnitin.com application. You must first set up an account here:
https://www.turnitin.com/newuser_type.asp?lang=en_us
Enter your information (name, email, etc.) along with the course ID and password à
Account ID: 17950455
Join Password: sutjhally
After completing the following you will be given access to the site, where you can visit the assignments
page to turn in your paper. I only accept papers through the Turnitin.com application, and no emailed or
physical papers will be accepted. Adhere to standard formatting conventions (one-inch margins, 12 pt. font,
double spaced, etc.). If you format your paper incorrectly (16pt. font, 2.5 spacing, etc.) I will simply
reformat it as I’m grading and you’ll be docked points for improper submission. Do not try to skimp on
providing analysis.
You are responsible for uploading your paper by the start of class time on the assigned due date. Upon
receipt of your paper, Turnitin.com will email a response that it was received. I will grade all papers in the
Turnitin.com application, and return them with comments about a week after I receive them. If the system
doesn’t give you a confirmation of receipt of your paper, assume it was not uploaded, and email me
immediately to remedy the situation. You are not bothering me if you email me to make sure I got your
paper - it’s better to be safe than sorry!

